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We consider the propagation of a Gaussian probe pulse in an absorptive, optically dense, two-level medium
if a deep, persistent hole is created in advance by another pump field in the inhomogeneously broadened
absorption spectrum of this medium. Both fields are well separated in time and the lifetime of the hole is
assumed to be long with respect to the delay time between the pump and probe pulses. We show that the group
velocity of the Gaussian probe pulse reduces several orders in magnitude, similarly to the reduction of the
group velocity for the probe field in electromagnetically induced transparencysEITd phenomena. In contrast
to EIT, the width of the transparency window can be made very wide because of the saturation broadening
of the hole.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of light pulses with extremely low group
velocity is a phenomenon that attracts continuously growing
attentionf1–5g. This is because slow light allows for high-
efficiency nonlinear conversion with substantially alleviated
phase matching problems. Some other applications are also
possible. We mention just a few: controllable optical delay
lines, storage of light or information it contains, high preci-
sion spectroscopy and magnetometery, etc.

Slow light can be produced by using electromagnetically
induced transparencysEITd f6–10g. The EIT proposal was
stimulated by the observation of the dark resonances in so-
dium vapor f11g, which were explained by the population
trapping in the dark, nonabsorbing statef9,12g. EIT is
achieved in a three-level atom with the help of a coupling
field producing together with a probe field a two-quantum
coherence with a long lifetime. This coherence is due to the
population trapping in the dark state. The atom in this state
cannot be excited because of destructive interference of two
transition paths to the excited state. The creation of the dark
state coherence is revealed as a narrow hole in the absorption
line for the probe. Since the width of the hole is usually not
greater than the Rabi frequency induced by the coupling
field, one cannot produce a very broad EIT hole. A typical
value of the broadest hole produced by an extended cavity
diode laser is about 15 MHzf13g. There are two exceptions
when powerful lasers were used. This is a dye laser, pumped
by a Nd:YAG laser, with intensity 15 MW/cm2, which pro-
duced a Rabi frequency<30 GHz in Sr vaporf7g. Another
example is the Nd:YAG laser with intensity<9 MW/cm2,
which produced a Rabi frequency<300 GHz in Pb vapor
f8g. The limitation of the EIT bandwidth by the value of the
induced Rabi frequency sets a constraint for the application
of EIT for telecommunication and fast transient phenomena
performed with semiconductor lasers integrated into a micro-
electronic circuit. However, EIT has many advantages in
high-resolution spectroscopy and frequency stabilization,

since the width of the EIT hole can be made very narrow, of
the order of 10 kHzf5g.

Recently, two proposals to produce slow light in a two-
level medium have been published by Bigelowet al. f14g
and Agarwalet al. f15g. Actually, the first proposal, Ref.
f14g, addresses the three-level system. However, in this
scheme two fields excite the same transitione−g and the
third level sa trapping statet coupled with the excited statee
by the fast nonradiative decay processe→ td is introduced to
have a slow decay of the population difference of the levels
e and g coupled by the fields, whereg is the ground state.
The first field, the pump, excites the broad absorption line
and the second field, the probe, is slightly detuned from the
frequency of the pump,vpump. Such a case can be realized by
a small amplitude modulation of the pump with frequency
vm, which produces sidebandsvprob=vpump±vm. The simul-
taneous interaction of the probe and the pump with the me-
dium results in a narrow hole in the absorption of the probe
whenvprob→vpump or vm→0. The width of this hole is de-
fined by the value 1/T1, whereT1 is the lifetime of the popu-
lation difference of the groundg and excitede states. In case
of Ref. f14g, T1 is mostly defined by the slow radiative decay
of the trapping state to the ground state,t→g. This is the
so-calledT1 hole, which is actually a coherent hole, i.e., the
hole is present only when the pump is on and this hole van-
ishes immediately after the pump is switched off; see, for
example, Refs.f16–18g. The T1 hole appears due to the co-
herent process of the population oscillation on the beat fre-
quencyvm= uvpump−vprobu. The disadvantage of the produc-
tion of slow light with the help of aT1 hole is the small
frequency difference between the pump and probe fields.

In the second proposal, Ref.f15g, a similar idea of pro-
ducing slow light is employed. In this scheme, Doppler-
broadened two-level systemsswithout any third, trapping
stated are exposed to the probe and pump, acting simulta-
neously such that a slightly modulated probe experiences the
influence of the counterpropagating cw pump. The modula-
tion of the probe at the output of the medium has a delay
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with respect to the modulation of the field, which would
travel the same distance in free space. The delay shows that
the group velocity of the probe field inside the absorber re-
duces many times.

The difference between these two proposals, described in
Refs. f14,15g, is that the hole produced by the pump in the
Doppler-broadened absorption spectrum of the two-level sys-
tems is much broader. This is because in gasesT1 is not long
and usually we haveT1=T2/2, whereT1 andT2 are the life-
times of the population difference and of the coherence, re-
spectivelyshereT2 describes a homogeneous dephasing pro-
cessd. It is well known that the half width of the hole seen by
the probe broadens due to the saturation by the pump as
T2

−1+ÎT2
−2+Vpump

2 T1/T2, whereVpump is the Rabi frequency
sthe coupling parameterd of the pump; see, for example Ref.
f19g. Therefore the half width of the narrowest hole in a
Doppler-broadened absorption line, which a probe can see, is
2/T2. This hole has coherent and incoherent contributions.
The coherent part originates from the oscillations induced by
the pump and probe fields acting simultaneously. The inco-
herent part is caused by the saturation of the population dif-
ference of the resonant levels by the pump or, in other words,
due to the hole burning. The lifetime of the incoherent part of
the hole is defined byT1 f19g.

In this paper we propose to produce slow light in solids
doped by impurity ions or in polymers doped by dye mol-
ecules where the incoherent hole has a very long lifetime. In
our scheme, in a first preparative stage, a pump pulse creates
a hole in the absorption spectrum of the sample. Then after
some delay time shorter thanT1 but longer thanT2, the probe
is applied. We show that the probe propagates with slow
group velocity. In this case the pump and probe are applied at
different times. The hole can be made as narrow as 2/T2 by
a weak pumpsVpump

2 T1T2!1d, or it can be made very broad
by a strong saturating pumpsVpump

2 T1T2@1d because for sol-
ids T1@T2 and on the condition of strong saturation, the half
width of the hole approachesVpump

ÎT1/T2. Narrow and
broad holes allow work with long and short probe pulses,
respectively. Several holes can be burnt in different parts of
the inhomogeneous absorption line. Therefore several probe
pulses with frequencies coinciding with the frequency posi-
tions of these holes can be applied simultaneously. They will
all have slow group velocities. This opens wide perspectives
for the construction of multichannel optical storage devices
snot discussed in this paperd.

Our consideration can be applied to the case of a true
two-level system with long lifetime of the excited state or to
the case of an effective two level system having a long re-
laxation rate of the population difference due to the trapping
state. For ionsT1 can be as long as several milliseconds, as,
for example, in the case of theR1 line of Cr3+ in ruby strue
two-level systemd. For some organic dye molecules, this time
can be even much longer because of photochemical reac-
tions, which alter the whole chemical structure of the mol-
ecule, see, for example, Refs.f20,21g. The latter is due to the
trapping statet having almost infinite lifetime. There are also
trapping states in solids doped with Sm2+ ions. In these sol-
ids it is possible to obtain persistent spectral hole burning
even at room temperature, see, for example, Refs.f22,23g.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a
brief introduction to the pump-probe spectroscopy, showing

how the hole is burnt by the pump and how the probe inter-
acts with atoms prepared in the nonequilibrium state created
by the hole burning. In Sec. III we consider the propagation
of the probe in a thick absorptive medium if a deep hole is
burnt in the inhomogeneous absorption spectrum. In Sec. IV
we compare EIT and hole burning from the viewpoint of the
population trapping in the nonabsorbing state.

II. HOLE BURNING

We consider a solid at low temperature with impurities
sions or moleculesd whose resonant frequenciesvn are dis-
tributed around some central frequencyvc according to
Ncsvnd due to crystal imperfections. For simplicity we model
an individual impurity by a two-level systemsTLSd with
resonant frequencyvn. For each TLS we assume that the
relaxation timeT1 of the population difference is much
longer than the dephasing timeT2 of the induced coherence.
In a first, hole burning stage, such an ensemble of TLS is
prepared by the pump pulse, which is sufficiently strong and
long to saturate those TLS whose frequencies are close to the
frequency of the pump,vpump. When the pump is switched
off, for example, abruptly, the induced polarization of the
TLS decays with timeT2, i.e., much faster than the popula-
tion difference modified by the pulse. Then, after some delay
time td, which is much longer thanT2 but shorter thanT1, we
apply the probe pulse. If the frequency of the probe is in
resonance with those TLS whose population difference is
still saturatedsi.e., nearly equalized due to the pumpd, the
medium becomes transparent for the probe. If the frequency
of the probe is tuned far fromvpump but still inside the con-
tour of the inhomogeneous line, the probe field is absorbed.

All three regimes, i.e., pump on, pump off and probe on,
are described by the matter equations for thenth TLS,

ṡn = siDn − Gdsn + i
x

2
wn, s1d

ẇn = ixssn − sn
*d − gswn − 1d, s2d

where snsz,td=regsz,tdexpsivt− ikr d is the slowly varying
amplitude of the nondiagonal component of the TLS density
matrix r̂ andwn=rgg−ree is the population difference of the
groundg and excitede states. The decay rates of the coher-
ence and of the population difference are defined asG
=1/T2 and g=1/T1, respectively.v is the pulse frequency
sv=vpump for the pump andv=vprob for the probed, k andr
are the wave vector and the propagation distance of the field
inside the medium, respectively;Dn=v−vn is the resonant
detuning for thenth TLS, andx=2degE /" is the Rabi fre-
quencysx=Vpump for the pump andx=Vprob for the probed,
whereE is the amplitude of the pump or probe pulse, which
is in general time dependent, anddeg is the dipole transition
matrix elementsassumed to be real, i.e.,deg=dged.

For simplicity we assume that the duration of the pump is
long enough and that it has a rectangular shape, so that the
TLS reaches a steady-state saturation at the end of the pulse.
This state is described by the population differencef19g
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wstsDnd = 1 −
Vpump

2 T1T2

1 + Dn
2T2

2 + Vpump
2 T1T2

. s3d

We also neglect the relaxation of the population during the
delay timetd between the pump and probe pulses. Therefore
the initial condition in Eqs.s1d ands2d for the probe pulse is
wn=wstsDnd, sn=0. We assume that the probe pulse is suffi-
ciently weak so that the linear-response approximation is ap-
plicable for the solution of the matter equations. Then one
can consider only Eq.s1d, neglecting the change of the popu-
lation difference wn, which is supposed to remainwn
=wstsDnd. By means of the Fourier transform

Fsnd =E
−`

+`

fstdeintdt, s4d

Eq. s1d is reduced to a simple algebraic equation. Its solution
is

snsnd =
iVprobsndwstsDnd
2fG − isn + Dndg

, s5d

whereVprobsnd is the Fourier transform ofVprobstd and it is
assumed that limt→±`fVprobstdg=0, limt→±`fsnstdg=0. For
simplicity we consider the case when the frequencies of the
pump and probe fields are the same,vpump=vprob. Therefore
wstsDnd in Eq. s3d contains the same detuning parameterDn

assnsnd in Eq. s5d.
The average response of the TLS ensemble is given by

kssndl =
1

N0
E snsndNcsvnddvn, s6d

where Ncsvnd is the partial concentration of the TLS with
frequencyvn in the sample andN0 is the overall concentra-
tion: N0=eNcsvnddvn. The function Ncsvnd is usually a
Gaussian distribution. Due to the complexity in the integra-
tion with the Gaussian distribution, we approximate it with a
Lorentzian function,

Ncsvnd =
1

pT2
*

N0

svn − vcd2 + s 1
T2

* d2 , s7d

where 1/T2
* =Ginh is the half width of the inhomogeneous

absorption line. This is a conventional approximation, which
leads to a fairly simple form of the inhomogeneously broad-
ened susceptibility, allowing for a detailed analytical treat-
ment ssee, for example, Ref.f24gd. Below we consider the
case if pump and probe are tuned to the center of the inho-
mogeneous linevc, i.e., their carrier frequencies satisfy the
conditionvpump=vprob=vc.

The polarization induced by the probe field in the en-
semble of two-level atoms is described by the equation

Psnd = N0degkssndl. s8d

Performing the integration, we obtain

Psnd = fx8snd + ix9sndgEprobsnd, s9d

where Eprobsnd is the Fourier transform of the probe field
envelope,Eprobstd, and

x8snd = x08sndH1 −
p2

sGinh + DhdDh
F1 +

sG0 + DhpdGinh

n2 + Dhp
2 GJ ,

s10d

x9snd = x09sndH1 −
p2

sGinh + DhdG0Dh

FG +
sG0 + DhpdGinhDhp

n2 + Dhp
2 GJ . s11d

Herep=Vpump
ÎG /g, Dh=Îp2+G2 is the half width of the dip

in the functionwstsDnd, andDhp=Dh+G is a half width of the
hole seen by the probe.x08snd and x09snd are the real and
imaginary parts of the effective linear susceptibility of the
TLS ensemble if the pump is not applied in advancesp=0d,
i.e.,

x08snd = −
N0udegu2

"

n

n2 + G0
2 , s12d

x09snd =
N0udegu2

"

G0

n2 + G0
2 , s13d

andG0=Ginh+G is the half width of the absorption line seen
by the probe if the TLS ensemble is in the equilibrium state
and not perturbed in advance. Figure 1 shows the frequency
dependence ofx9snd ,x09snd sad andx8snd ,x08snd sbd. The pa-
rameters areGinh=100G andDh=10G. The presence of a nar-
row hole is clearly seen at the center of the absorption line.
The dispersion curve, Fig. 1sbd, exhibits a steep variation in
the same frequency domain where the dip in the absorption
line is present.

FIG. 1. sad andsbd Frequency dependence of the imaginary and
real parts of the effective linear susceptibility of the TLS ensemble
if the pump field is applied in advance,x9snd andx8snd sbold linesd,
and if not,x09snd andx08snd sthin linesd. Both plots are normalized to
x09s0d. The frequency scale is in units of the homogeneous half
width, n /G.
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Such a frequency dependence of the atomic susceptibility
is absolutely similar to the one that is typical for EIT.

III. PULSE PROPAGATION THROUGH A DOMAIN
BLEACHED BY A TRANSVERSE PUMP

We consider the propagation of a probe pulse in a thin
slab of an optically dense absorptive medium shown in Fig.
2. This slab has a lengthl and a thicknessdsd! ld. The probe
pulse propagates along the slabsthis path is assumed to be
optically thickd. Before the probe pulse is applied, the slab is
prepared by the pump field. The pump is applied perpendicu-
lar to the slabsthis path is assumed to be optically thind. The
pump makes a “trench” of optically bleached atoms shown
by the area confined between the dashed lines. Sinced! l,
the slab is thin for the pump, but thick for the probe field.
Such a geometry of the pump-probe excitation of an opti-
cally dense medium was experimentally developed in Refs.
f25,26g.

We do not consider the transverse structure of the probe
field and describe its propagation inside the slab by the one-
dimensional wave equation for the slowly varying amplitude
of the probe,Eprobsz,td,

S ]

]z
+

1

c

]

]t
DEprobsz,td = i

a0"

deg
kssz,tdl, s14d

where the right-hand side is the response function of the
atoms located in a plane with coordinatez sfor a derivation
of this equation see, for example, Ref.f27gd. This function
kssz,tdl is the inverse Fourier transform ofkssz,ndl. The
parametera0=2pN0udegu2v /"c is the resonant absorption co-
efficient of the sample with concentrationN0 of the two-level
atoms. The probe pulse is considered as a plane wave with
wave vectorkprob parallel to thez axis directed along the
slab. The variation of the probe field amplitude in thex-y
plane perpendicular toz is neglected and it is assumed that
Eprobe is confined in the domain between the dashed lines
shown in Fig. 2.

The wave equations14d for the Fourier transform of the
probe field envelope,Eprobsz,nd, can be rewritten as

S ]

]z
−

i

c
n + AsndDEprobsz,nd = 0, s15d

where

Asnd =
2pv

c
fx9snd − ix8sndg. s16d

This equation is integrated as Eprobsz,nd
=Eprobs0,ndexpfsinz/cd−Asndzg. If one takes the inverse
Fourier transform, the resulting expression for the probe
pulse envelope is

Eprobsz,td =
1

2p
E

−`

+`

Eprobs0,ndexpF− inSt −
z

c
D − AsndzGdn.

s17d

This is the general solution for the propagation of a small
probe pulse,Eprobsz,td, in a sample with arbitrary thickness
containing two-level atoms prepared by the pump field
Epumpstd.

We consider the case when the spectral half width of the
incoming probe pulse,Din, is smaller than the half width of
the hole,Dhp. Then one can expand the functionAsnd in a
power series nearn=0

Asnd =
a

2o
k=0

`

s− indkak, s18d

wherea=2a0/G0 is the Beer’s law attenuation coefficient for
the probe propagating in the medium not excited by the
pump field. According to Eqs.s10d and s11d, this expansion
converges ifn,Dhp. Below we show that, ifDin,Dhp, three
terms of expansions18d are sufficient to describe the probe
pulse propagation in the resonant medium saturated by the
pump. These terms have the following coefficients:

a0 =
G0G

sGinh + DhdDh
, s19d

a1 =
1

Dh
F1 −

2G

Dhp
−

Dh
2 + G2

sGinh + DhdDhp
G , s20d

a2 =
1

sGinh + DhdDhp
F2G

G0
−

sDh − GdsG0 + Dhd
DhpDh

G . s21d

For the input probe pulse atz=0 we take a pulse with a
Gaussian envelope Eprobs0,td=E0expf−sDint /2d2g. The
Fourier transform of this pulse is Eprobs0,nd
=sE02Îp /Dindexps−n2/Din

2 d and the half width of its spec-
trum is Din. If we take into account only three terms of the
expansion ofAsnd, i.e.,Asnd<asa0− ia1n−a2n2d /2, the inte-
gral s17d for the Gaussian pulse can be easily calculated,

EpAsz,td =
Dout

Din
E0expF− a0

az

2
−

1

4
Dout

2 st − tdd2G , s22d

wheret is actually the local timet−z/c and the subscriptA
designates that this is an approximate solution. HereDout

=Dp/Î1−a2Din
2 saz/2d is the half width of the spectrum of

the output probe pulsesa2 is assumed to be negative in our
cased, td=a1az/2 is the delay time of the probe pulse.

The first term of theAsnd expansion, with the coefficient
a0, describes the absorption of a zero frequency Fourier com-

FIG. 2. Excitation scheme of a thin slab by the pumpEpump and
probeEprob fields. The length of the slab isl and its thickness is
dsl @dd.
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ponent of the probe pulse envelopesn=0d, i.e., the absorp-
tion exactly at the center of the hole. This Fourier component
is the pulse area, which is the time integral of the pulse, i.e.,

uAszd =
2deg

"
E

−`

+`

Eprobsz,tddt = us0de−a0az/2. s23d

Here us0d=4ÎpdegE0/Din" is the pulse area at the inputsz
=0d.

We consider the case of strong inhomogeneous broaden-
ing of the absorption line:Ginh@G. We also assume thatG
@g or, in terms of the relaxation times, thatT2!T1. The
pump satisfies the condition of strong saturation:
Vpump

2 T1T2@1, which leads to the approximationDhp<Dh

<p=Vpump
ÎT1/T2. In this case the coefficienta0 is approxi-

mated asa0<1/sVpump
ÎT1T2d. In Eq. s22d the first term in

the square brackets of the exponent, −a0az/2, reflects the
absorption at the center of the hole, which follows Beer’s
law if a0=1. In case of a deep hole, the absorption coefficient
is reduced by a factorVpump

ÎT1T2.
The second term of theAsnd expansion, with coefficient

a1, describes the pulse delaytd. This delay originates from
the steep dispersion at the center of the hole, which results in
slow group velocity of the pulse,

Vg = c/f1 + ca1sa/2dg. s24d

If the pump is not appliedsp=0d, the slope of the dispersion
at the line center is negative,−1/G0. If the pump burns a
deep hole in the absorption spectrum, the dispersion slope at
the hole center is positive and steep,1/Vpump

ÎT1/T2 fsee
Fig. 1sbdg. We assume thatG0@Vpump

ÎT1/T2@G. In this
case the delay time of the pulse is approximated astd
<az/2Dh. The group velocity of the pulse reduces asVg/c
.2Dh/ca, i.e., as the ratio of the hole widths2Dhd and the
product of the speed of light in vacuumscd and Beer’s con-
stantsad.

The third term of the expansionAsnd with coefficienta2

produces probe pulse broadening in time or its spectrum nar-
rowing with distance. The spectral half width of the output
probe pulse can be expressed as follows

Dout =
Din

Î1 + sDin/Deffd2
, s25d

where

Deff =Î 2sGinh + DhdDhp

azf sDh−GdsG0+Dhd
DhpDh

− 2G
G0

g
s26d

is the effective half width of the hole at distancez for a thick
sample. If the saturation is strongsVpump

2 T1T2@1d, the effec-
tive half width is Deff<Dh

Î2/az, whereDh can be consid-
ered as the hole half width for a thin sample. Thus for a thick
sample the effective half width of the hole,Deff, narrows as
,1/Îz. It follows from Eqs.s25d and s26d that the spectral
width of the output pulse,Dout, tends toDeff with the increase
of z.

The energy of the output pulse or its time integrated in-
tensity decreases with distance as

UAszd =E
−`

+`

uEpAsz,tdu2dt = Us0d
Dout

Din
e−a0az, s27d

where Us0d=Î2puE0u2/Din is the input pulse energy. Since
Dout/Din,1/Î1+azDin

2 /2Dh
2, the attenuation of the probe

pulse violates Beer’s law in the case of hole burning.
Figure 3sad shows a comparison of the output probe pulse,

Eq. s22d sthick lined, with a pulse that would propagate the
same distance in free spacesthin lined. The delay of the pulse
is obvious. The pulse amplitude decreases because of the
residual absorption at the center of the hole and due to the
pulse broadening in time. Figure 3sbd shows a comparison of
our analytical solution Eq.s22d ssolid lined with the numeri-
cal calculation of the integrals17d whereAsnd is not approxi-
mated but given by Eq.s16d. The parameters areGinh
=9.5 GHz, T2=0.45msec, T1=4.2 msec, and Vpump
=500 kHz. They are typical, for example, for theR1 line in
ruby sCzochralski-grown crystal of concentration 0.05 wt. %
Cr2O3d, which is excited by a laser beam of moderate power
at liquid helium temperature and 3-kG magnetic field; see,
for example, Ref.f28g. The half width of the hole isDh
=48.3 MHz. The spectral half width of the input pulse is
taken Din=30 MHz. The delay time of the pulse istd
=48.5 ns for the sample witha=12 cm−1 and l =2.5 cm.
During a time interval oftd=48.5 ns, the pulse would propa-

FIG. 3. sad Comparison of the analytical solutionEpAsl ,td, for
the output probe pulse, Eq.s22d, shown by the thick line, with the
field of the probe that would travel the same distance in free space,
shown by the thin solid line. Here forEprobs0,td we takez=0 and
the distancel, which the probe would travel in free space, is taken
only in the local timet, i.e., t− l /c. sbd Comparison of the analytical
approximationEpAsl ,td ssolid lined with the numerical calculation
of the envelope of the output probe pulse,Eprobsl ,td sdotsd, given by
Eq. s17d whereAsnd is not approximated but taken from Eq.s16d.
All plots are normalized to the amplitudeE0. Time is in unitsDint,
wheret is the local timet− l /c. The parameters areGinh=9.5 GHz,
G=353.7 kHz, g=38 Hz, Vpump=500 kHz, Din=30 MHz, and
al /2=15.
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gate 14.5 m in free space. For ruby crystal with 0.05%
atomic weight doping by Cr3+, we estimate the group veloc-
ity of 4.753105 m/sec , which is,103 times smaller than
speed of light in vacuum.

Figure 3sbd shows a small deviation of the analytical ap-
proximation, Eq.s22d, from the integrals17d. The fit can be
improved if one takes into account the fourth term of the
expansions18d with the coefficient

a3 = −
1

G0
3 +

p2

DhDhp
4 +

p2fGG0
3 + DhDhpsG0

2 + G0Dhp + Dhp
2 dg

DhDhp
4 G0

3sDh + Ginhd
.

s28d

ThenAsnd<asa0− ia1n−a2n2+ ia3n3d /2 and the output pulse
is presented as a convolution of Eq.s22d and the Airy func-
tion, Aisxd, i.e.,

EpA1sz,td =
Dout

Din
E0e

−a0az/2E
−`

+`

Ddist Ai sDdisttd

e−sDout
2 /4dst − tdA − td2dt, s29d

where Ddist=s3aa3z/2d−1/3 is a pulse distortion parameter.
This expression originates from the integral representation of
the Airy function f29g,

uDdistuAi s± uDdistutd =
1

2p
E

−`

+`

expF− iSnt ±
n3

3uDdist
3 uDGdn,

s30d

and the convolution theorem

1

2p
E

−`

+`

F1sndF2snde−intdn =E
−`

+`

f1st − tdf2stddt, s31d

whereFksnd is the Fourier transform offkstd, k=1, 2.
If G0@Vpump

ÎT1/T2@G, the pulse distortion parameter is
Ddist<Dh/Î33az/2. It can be shownf30g that the pulse dis-
tortion is small ifDout,Ddist. This condition is well satisfied
for all z’s if the spectral width of the input pulse is smaller
than the spectral width of the transparency windowsDin

,Dhd. Thus for any optically thick absorber a Gaussian pulse
of spectral width smaller thanDh keeps its Gaussian shape
with distance.

IV. SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE PERSISTENT HOLE
BURNING AND EIT

One can show that there is a strong similarity between
persistent hole burning and population trapping in the dark
state. In persistent hole burning, an ion or molecule is
trapped in the statet with the help of the pump inducing a
transition of the ground-state particle to the excited statee
and then via a fast nonradiative decay or via a molecule
transformation the particle ends up in the long-lived statet
fsee Fig. 4sadg. In this way a medium becomes transparent
for the probe field.

EIT can be explained if one introduces a new basis of
dark d and brightb states. Figure 4sbd shows the excitation

scheme of a three-level atom interacting with a probe and a
coupling field. An excited statee is a short-lived state, de-
caying to the ground stateg. A metastable statem has a long
lifetime. Therefore the coherenceg−m, induced by a two-
quantum excitation of the ground-state atom by the probe
and coupling fields, has also long lifetime. One can find an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian of the three-level atom inter-
acting with the probe and coupling fields. This is a dark state
sor uncoupled stated, which is an asymmetric superposition
of groundg and metastablem statesf9g. One can also intro-
duce another superposition of the same states,e andm, but
orthogonal to the dark state. This is a bright statesor coupled
stated f9g. The dark state is uncoupled with the excited state
because of destructive interference of the transition paths,
while the bright state is coupled with the excited state be-
cause of constructive interference. Initially the atom is in the
ground stateg and hence both dark and bright states are
populated. Continuous excitation by a cw probe and coupling
field depopulates the bright state; see Fig. 4scd. With the help
of radiative decay of the statee, this population is collected
and eventually trapped in the dark state. Therefore the me-
dium becomes transparent for the probe field. Some recent
discussion of the atom evolution in the basis of dark and
bright states can be found in Ref.f31g.

For EIT and hole burning we have a dip in the absorption
line. In case of EIT this dip appears for a single atom since a
single atomsor each atom of an atomic ensembled is trapped

FIG. 4. sad Excitation scheme for the persistent hole burning.
g,e, and t are the ground, excited, and trapping states. The pump
field is shown by the bold arrow.Gfast is a fast nonradiative process
shown by the bold arrow with the white strip. For a dye molecule in
a polymer, this can be a photoinduced transformation of the mol-
ecule.g is the decay rate of the trapping state. The decay process is
shown by the dashed arrow. The lifetimeT1 of the trapping state
tends to infinity for the molecule. For Cr3+ this is a radiative life-
time, which is long because of the small dipole matrix element for
this transition. The open circle shows a “hole” in the population of
the ground state. The filled circle in statet shows population trap-
ping. sbd Excitation scheme for EIT.g,e, and m are the ground,
excited, and metastable states. The thin arrow shows the excitation
by the probe. The bold arrow shows the interaction with the cou-
pling field. The filled circle shows the population of the ground
state.scd The same excitation scheme as insbd but in the basis of
darkd and brightb states. The continuous arrow shows the effective
coupling of the bright and excited states. The strength of the effec-
tive coupling is defined as a particular combination of the Rabi
frequencies of the probe and coupling fields. The dashed arrow
shows the radiative decay frome to d. The open circle shows a hole
in the population of the bright state. The filled circle shows popu-
lation trapping in the dark state.
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in the dark state. This trapping is very sensitive to the Raman
resonance condition, which isvpr−vcoup=vmg. Here vpr is
the frequency of the probe field,vcoup is the frequency of the
coupling field, andvmg is the resonant frequency for the
transitionm−g. Actually the latter is represented by the Ra-
man induced coherencermg. Its decay rate,gmg, specifies the
depth of the hole for a given value of the Rabi frequency for
the coupling field,Vcoup, i.e., the absorption is reduced by a
factor of Vcoup

2 / sGgmgd, where G is the decay rate of the
coherenceg−e induced by the probe. ForVcoup,G, the half-
width of the EIT hole isVcoup

2 /G and the dispersion slope is
also close toVcoup

2 /G.
For hole burning each particle is saturated differently de-

pending on its detuning from the frequency of the pump
field. The absorption of the resonant particles is reduced by a
factor Vpump

2 / sGgd. For particles slightly detuned from reso-
nance, the absorption decreases less. The response of an en-
semble of inhomogeneously broadened particles exhibits a
hole in the absorption spectrum for the probe. The half width
of this hole isVpump

ÎG /g and the slope of the dispersion is
defined by this half width. Comparing EIT and hole burning,
we find that in both cases the depth of the hole is strongly
dependent on the decay rate of the trappingsor darkd state.
However, in case of EIT the hole width is narrower than for
HB if Vcoup,G and we take the same Rabi frequencies for
the coupling field and the pumpsVcoup=Vpumpd, the same
decay rate for the coherence induced by the probesGd and
the same values for the decay rate of the trapping states
sg=gmgd.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown how persistent hole burning
can be used to produce slow light. A transverse pump field is
applied in advance to saturate resonant ions or molecules in

a solid. If the relaxation time of the population difference is
long, the probe field can be applied after some delay time.
This method has several aspects in common with electro-
magnetically induced transparency. The pump field creates a
transparency window for the probe. The dispersion of the
resonant particles has a steep slope and its derivative has a
sign opposite to the sign of the usual resonant dispersion at
the line center. Therefore the group velocity of the pulse
appreciably slows down. In the EIT scheme, one can make a
transparency window as large as the Rabi frequency for a
strong-coupling fieldVc. Usually, the width of the EIT win-
dow is much smaller and roughly equal toVc

2/G if Vc!G,
whereG is the decay rate of the polarization induced by the
probe field. Persistent hole burning due to the saturation
broadening phenomenon allows the creation of a much
broader transparency window<Vpump

ÎG /g@Vpump, where
g is the decay rate of the population differencesg!Gd.
Therefore hole burning can produce slow light for much
shorter pulses whose spectral width must, however, be lim-
ited by the hole width. One further advantage of persistent
spectral hole burning over “regular” EIT is that the shape of
the spectral hole can be arbitrary, as long as the features in
the spectrum are not narrower than the homogeneous line-
width. For example, one can make a spectral hole which has
steep edges, but a very low flat absorption in the middle. The
group delay produced by such a box-shaped hole will still be
large, but the residual absorption will be less than for a regu-
lar shape of the hole.
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